
Bob's Big Boy 
Gilbert & Garden Grove Blvd   Garden Grove, Ca 

1957 The first designed by Armet & Davis 

Armet & Davis 
The postwar Coffee Shop Modern Style was a style called Googie, extended to bowling alleys, offices and 
supermarkets as well. Armet & Davis designed Norm's, Denny's. 

Garden Grove Bob’s, GG Blvd and Gilbert
 History 

Bob's Big Boy Restaurant opened in Burbank 1940 and was located at 624 S. San Fernando Boulevard.  

From left to right: Arnold Peterson, car hops, and Bob Wian. Dad was fond of telling the story of this restaurant and Bob 


Wian’s success Story. 



 

Every couple weeks, Dad would pick up dinner from Bob’s to bring home for us Wyatts, always the same order: 

4 Big Boys, 4 @ .50= 2.00 

Two Patties and Buns for the little kids, .50 


One Order each of French Fries and Onion Rings, .25 +.35= .55 

and always a chocolate shake for each of us. 6 @ .30 = 1.80  Total= $4.85!  




Big Boy comic books. 

1970 Menu 



Bob’s Interior 

Later I worked there (in 1972-3) and wore the uniform, 

white blouse with a brown skirt and bow tie to match. 


Orange vinyl apron and... the requisite wiglet pinned on 

the top of my head!  


Dad brought the whole family down on my first day of 

work, like he did with all of us kids. 


See the old men at the counter? They were always there in 

the early morning to tease all the girls.


The hot fudge cake was introduced while I was working 

there. 


I was a cashier for a year, then a waitress for 3 months, but 

was voluntarily returned to my cashier post. Too slow! I 


worked 6:30 to 2pm. 




A Wiglet, required hair adornment... 
This is not me, but this was our uniform, along with a Mom had one made from my own hair, after I had a short 

brown skirt. haircut. 

Good news as of 2010…5 new Bob’s Big Boy restaurants are opening in Orange County this year. Guess they’ll need these: 

Remembrances by  Sue Wyatt Langley  2010 



Was this Dad? 




